
Airborne sensors and 
applications

Presentation of what has been done and 
what can be done with todays technology



Short info about Laseroptronix

* Network organization in 
Sweden and abroad

* One formal employed and about 10  
small companies in the network

*  Profitable turnover
* 30 years experience in electro optics

*  Working with air borne solutions 
since 10 years 

*  Own development in Laser radar 
systems , cameras and sensors



Airborne laser radar systems / scanners

Ladar systems make 3D maps of what is scanned. 
All 3D data is globally located

3D scan over Noppikoski dam



3D data output is suitable for GIS applications



GIS / Visual 3D software
Surface modeling software to make 3D high quality images. This is a scanned 

3D image with  added photographic data on top the 3D image



GIS database and images for 3D virtual flight operation

3D airborne scans of town area



Power line contrast enhanced over the forrest 

Point cloud density is 10-15 points per square meter



Power line + enhanced 3D of the individual trees
Here we have tree height and crown volume in a global coordinate. 

This gives material for growing inventory calculations



Power line enhanced with height profile



Virtual reality view of power line area as a pilot eye view. 
It is possible to fly in an environment like 

this inside the 3D data base



Low weight laser radar system

2,5 kg light laser radar
Range up to 700 meter

12500 Hz in speed
5 cm in accuracy

First and last pulse

Special design for unmanned aircrafts
Attractive cost and easy installation

USB interface to PC

We can make a shorter 
range system with 150 
meter range and 1 kg in 

weight in needed



Laser radar diameter 400 mm for Zeiss mount

This laser radar fits into a Zeiss camera mount used 
in many aircrafts. We plan to make a kit so the 

camera can be replaced by a real 3D laser radar in 
an easy way

Range 700-1000 meter
Speed 12500-36000 Hz

Accuracy 5 cm
Swat angle 70 degree

Simple and rugged
Realistic cost

Compatible with 
general GIS software



Aerial camera compatible Ladar

System can include
Calibrated Megapixel camera

INS gyro system
DGPS system

GIS related software in PC



Vertical mounts with Gyro stabilizing

Stabilized mount with a
vertical looking laser 

altimeter
1000 meter range and 

25 KHz in speed

Laser scanner with  ellipse 
scanner by rotating mirror 

design. 1000 meter range and 
25 KHz in speed. 25 mm 

resolution



Scanned areas in South Africa



Laser altimeters

Range 35 meter to 20 Km
Accuracy down to 1 cm
Speed up to 12500 Hz



Range gated cameras for search and rescue

Canoe at 600 meter

Sealynx camera with 1500 m range

Dredging machine on a river

Man at 200 m 
in a forest

Power line and 
vegetation at 100 m



Range gated positive and negative viewing

Here we show two views of a man
One is illuminated man and he is white
One is dark man as background is white

This shows a bit how range gated operates



Range gated scenes

3 views by gated camera
Up left use active IR lamps that are 

disturbed by the fog in the air
Down left is the area range gated over 
a small boat and the shore line behind 

the boat
Down right is same area where we 

used range gating to see boat only and 
not the coast



Article in FOA Tidningen

Range gating article

Pls note how the range 
gating can make distance 
segments and make a 3D 
image from the collected 

information.
The 3 images of masking 

net shows how it can 
penetrate.   Tests showed 

we can see a person 
hidden 90% by vegetation







Retro reflex detecting cameras

The spot is 
the reflex

Detects anyone watching the aircraft by any 
electro optical unit at up to 1200 meter range

Output with global coordinate of watcher
Sights, cameras,binoculars laser trackers etc are 

detected automatically



Camera systems for airborne applications

Color Nivis cameras
Color video at quarter moon light

BW  video with equal to gen 2+ sensitivity
Day and night operation

Quarter moon at 3000 m Camera with 350 mm optics



Dynaview EM CCD camera

Highest sensitivity in darkness
Single photon detectability
Loggaritmic output 120DB
BW PAL and USB output

25% more sensitive than Omni 4

90 mili Lux video image



Multispectral cameras
Detection of spruce bark beetle attacks

Orange trees are 
attacked.     

Green trees are 
OK

All trees have a 
geographical 

coordinates in a 
data base

Cameras + filters in different spectra 
can be used to see invisible things 
when the images are combined



Gyrostabilized pan and tilt units

Pan and tilt units that can 
be used as stabilized 

camera mounts.

3 models handling all from 
3,6 Kg to 15 Kg in payload
Smallest unit is only 1,5 kg 

in weight
Cameras and distance 
meters can be installed

Software for geo 
referenced pinpointing



Active laser illumination

Near infrared laser 
supporting the  BW camera

Range up to 15 km
Better contrast

Short to long range

Test at 7000 meter Zoom laser for 10 km



Video stabilization unit

Video stabilizing by software and FPGA
Black box for all PAL/ Analogue signals

No need for operator actions
3 axis stabilized roll, pitch and yaw

Realistic cost



Contrast enhancement unit Steady eye

Night view is a black box unit added on the cable
FPGA processing analyze the image and make it far better 

in contrast and levels
Easy to use and automatic operation
Operates on BW and color cameras



Contrast enhancement  by Lyyn algorithms

Lyynification unit making a dramatic 
image quality increase

Black box to add on cable and this is all
Needs a color camera (not BW)



Atometri detection systems
The only available way to read what materials

are close to the sensor by counting atom balance
Nuclear method based on gamma spectra

Military tested and approved to be the most reliable metod
Weight 10-40 kg complete

Limit is the 
short range 

of 1-2 meter only



Change detection technology. Hidden bombs
First we collect a lot of information
Later we do the same once again

Then we compare the two data bases
Differences are detected and analyzed

Bomb is burried

Bomb is hidden
104 meter 
in distance

Change in 
surface profile

Change in topography
is 1-10 mm

3D deviation map



Change detection on runways

Read surface in 3D with a few mm in accuracy
Then repeat scans and compare

Software detects the deviations that can be FOD

Test results on runways
We can see a 10 mm object 

at 100-150 meter and a 30 mm 
object at 300 meter



360 degree high resolution cameras

360 degree cameras based of 4 units of a high resolution
cameras giving a 30 Hz frame rate



Landing solutions for unmanned aircrafts and helicopters
3D cluster 3D cameras

3D ladar systems
3 D surface map gives

information how to land


